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Baby Bird
Identification

In the Name of Wild

One Family, Five Years, Ten
Countries, and a New Vision of
Wildness
Phillip Vannini and April
Vannini, With Autumn
Vannini

A North American Guide
Linda Tuttle-Adams,
Foreword by Rebecca S.
Duerr
October 2022 432pp 68 color photo, 1
b&w halftone, 379 illus., 2 charts
9781501762857 £34.00/ $39.95 PB

October 2022 288pp 16-page fullcolour insert, 20 b&w photos
9780774890403 £20.99/ $24.95 PB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

UBC PRESS

With over four hundred original watercolor
paintings and an illustrated glossary, this is a
comprehensive guide for distinguishing hundreds of
North American bird species in their early stages of
life. This book walks readers through the process of
identifying baby birds that they may encounter —a
first step to ensuring proper care and rehabilitation.

Takes you on the five-year journey one family made
across five continents to re-imagine the meaning of
wildness. This book takes us on a journey into the
lives of the people who call places such as
Tasmania, Patagonia, and Iceland home.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

John James Audubon

Pocket Guide to the
Mammals of Costa Rica

The Nature of the American
Woodsman
Gregory Nobles

Fiona A. Reid and Gianfranco
Gómez Zamora
Zona Tropical Publications
November 2022 296pp
9781501766961 £25.99/ $31.95 PB

Early American Studies
October 2022 352pp 11 color, 14 b&w
illus.
9781512823714 £21.99/ $26.50 PB

PRESS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Lavishly illustrated and highly
portable, this book is the first guide to provide
comprehensive coverage of every currently known
mammal species found in Costa Rica. From the
Central American Silky Anteater to the West Indian
Manatee, Fiona A. Reid and Gianfranco Gómez
Zamora introduce readers to over 200 species
inhabiting the country and its waters.

John James Audubon's The Birds of America stands
as an unparalleled achievement in American art, a
huge book that puts nature dramatically on the
page. With that work, Audubon became one of the
most adulated artists of his time, and America's first
celebrity scientist. In this fresh approach to
Audubon's art and science, Gregory Nobles shows
us that Audubon's greatest creation was himself.

The Birds of Vancouver
Island’s West Coast

The Creative Lives of
Animals

August 2022 560pp 130 b&w photos, 1
map
9780774890113 £33.00/ $35.00 NIP

Animals in Context
November 2022 304pp
9781479815449 £24.99/ $30.00 HB

Adrian Dorst

Carol Gigliotti

UBC PRESS

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Birds of Vancouver Island’s
West Coast presents detailed
accounts of all of the species thus far recorded as
occurring in the region – 360 in total – and updates
the 231 species recorded up to 1978. Each account
includes a brief introduction to the species and an
overview of its total range.

Offers readers intimate glimpses
of creativity in the lives of
animals, from elephants to alligators to ants.
Drawing on a growing body of scientific research,
Gigliotti unpacks examples of creativity
demonstrated by animals through the lens of the
creative process, an important component of
creative behavior, and offers new thinking on
animal intelligence, emotion, and self-awareness.

Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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The Desert Bones

Weeds of the
Northeast

The Paleontology and
Paleoecology of Mid-Cretaceous
North Africa
Jamale Ijouiher

Joseph C. Neal, Richard H.
Uva, Joseph M. DiTomaso
and Antonio DiTommaso
March 2023 608pp 1393 color photos,
123 b&w line drawings
9781501755729 £26.99/ $32.95 PB

Life of the Past
November 2022 326pp 187 color illus.,
11 b&w illus., 7 b&w tables
9780253063311 £56.00/ $65.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

This fully updated second edition of the best-selling
Weeds of the Northeast provides lavish illustrations
for ready identification of more than 500 common
and economically important weeds in the Northeast
and in the Upper Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states.
This new edition covers the region south to Virginia,
north to Maine and southern Canada, and west to
Wisconsin.

Based on a decade of study, The Desert Bones
brings the world of African dinosaurs fully into the
light. Jamale Ijouiher skillfully draws on the latest
research and knowledge about paleoecology to
paint a compelling and comprehensive portrait of
the mid-Cretaceous in North Africa. An essential
introduction to the age of dinosaurs in Africa.

What Is Extinction?

recent highlights

A Natural and Cultural History of
Last Animals
Joshua Schuster

Animal Revolution

Ron Broglio, Illustrated by
Marina Zurkow

January 2023 304pp 16 b&w illus.
9781531501655 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781531501648 £84.00/ $105.00 HB

March 2022 160pp 25 b&w illus.
9781517912444 £17.99 / $21.95 PB
9781517912437 £76.00 / $88.00 HB

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

Life on Earth is facing a mass
extinction event of our own making. Human activity
is changing the biology and the meaning of
extinction. What Is Extinction? examines several key
moments that have come to define the terms of
extinction over the past two centuries, exploring
instances of animal and human finitude and the
cultural forms used to document and interpret
these events.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Animals are staging a revolution—they’re just not
telling us. From radioactive boar invading towns to
jellyfish disarming battleships, this book threads
together news accounts and more in a powerful
and timely work of creative, speculative nonfiction
that imagines a revolution stirring and asks how
humans can be a part of it.
Excludes Japan & ANZ

Edible Plants

Vultures of the World

A Photographic Survey of the
Wild Edible Botanicals of North
America
Jimmy Fike

Essential Ecology and
Conservation
Keith L. Bildstein

March 2022 264pp 23 color photos
9781501761614 £28.99 / $34.95 HB

February 2022 248pp 113 color illus.
9781684351718 £20.99 / $25.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Bildstein's latest work is an
inspirational and long overdue
blend of all things vulture. Based on decades of
personal experience, dozens of case studies, and
numerous up-to-date examples of cutting-edge
science, this book introduces readers to the
essential nature of vultures and condors.

Edible Plants is the culmination
of that journey, featuring over 100 photographs
that Fike has selectively colorized to highlight the
comestible part of the plant. Sumptuously
illustrated and delightfully informative, this is the
perfect gift for anyone curious about unlocking the
secrets of native North American plants.
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